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Media Release
Incident Date:

04-11-2013

Incident Time:

12:22pm

Incident Location:

Route #25 Standish, Maine

Release Date:

04-12-2013

Release Time:

1200 PM

Incident:

Aggravated Assault “Road Rage”

The Cumberland County Sheriff’s Office investigated an Aggravated
Assault/Criminal Mischief, involving the intentional Crash of a Sedan into a
Motorcycle at the intersection of Route #25 and Route #35 (Standish Corner) in
Standish.
Based upon the initial investigation, the incident resulted from a road rage
incident between the motorcycle rider and the driver of the car.
The incident began in Gorham, the operators of the motorcycle and car exchanged
“brake jobs”, (speeding, passing and inappropriate gestures) for many miles along
Route #25 until they approached the intersection in Standish.
The motorcycle was in front of the car and the car began to pass the motorcycle as
the M/C slowed. When the car was beside the motorcycle the operator of the car
intentionally sideswiped the M/C.
The operator of the motorcycle lost control of the motorcycle, was ejected as the
motorcycle tumbled to the ground.
The victim and witnesses who stopped to assist, provided a description and
registration number for the vehicle, however, the registration provided did not match
the vehicle described.
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The vehicle is described to be Silver or Grey Chrysler Sedan with a male operator in
his 30’s and there was a dog in the vehicle. The vehicle should have visible damage to
the passenger side front quarter panel area. (A photo of the suspect Vehicle is also
attached, obtained from surveillance camera from a nearby business-it’s the lighter
sedan in the photos.)
Alex Fazzi, 22 years old of Gorham was the victim/operator of the M/C and sustained
minor injury. He was treated on scene by Standish Rescue and released
Fazzi was operating a black 1995 Harley Davidson XLH motorcycle that was
significantly damaged.
The matter remains under investigation by members of the Patrol and Detective
Divisions.
Anyone with information to the incident, are asked to call Detective John Fournier,
207.774.1444 ext. 2173.
Further inquiries can be addressed to:
Captain Donald Goulet
Cumberland County Sheriff’s Office
207-774-1444 ext. 2110
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